
None of us who attended the joyful Christmas services

at Avoch and Rosemarkie could have predicted that by

Easter both the churches would be closed for services

and we would be grappling with the biggest health and

social crisis any of us have ever seen.

 

We've known for some time that we live in a highly

connected world but the rapid and extensive spread of

COVID-19 reminds us that we also live in a world of

mutual vulnerability.  

 

As a result, virtually every aspect of our lives has had

to change to protect ourselves, our families, our

communities, our nations. We have a new vocabulary

of 'social distancing', 'self-isolation' and 'lockdown'.

First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon said, 'Life should not

feel normal.'   It definitely doesn't.

 

So what to do?   Well, we can light a candle. 

 

We can pray.  Pray for those affected by coronavirus,

pray for those fearful of catching coronavirus, pray for

those made anxious or feeling alone and lonely by our

new reality, our new circumstances, pray for  health 

professionals, carers, relatives, looking after people

with coronavirus  and all other conditions. 

 

Pray for researchers and scientists working to find  a

vaccination. Pray for politicians and officials tasked

with  navigating their way through uncharted waters.

Pray for those whose livelihoods are threatened.  

 

Pray for ourselves.    Be still.   Listen.
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    Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.  John 14:27

But we can also comfort, support and strengthen others

by our actions too. 

 

We can show our gratitude to all in the front line of the

effort to contain and tackle this virus.  We can keep

checking in by phone, txt, email - whatever social

media works for us - with friends, neighbours, relatives

wherever they are. We can offer help and support

wherever we can - small acts of kindness go a long

way.   As the old Irish proverb has it: It is in the shelter

of each other that the people live.

 

But there's another aspect to all this that should support

and sustain us, summed up recently by Rev Sam Wells,

Vicar of St Martins-in-the Field, London:

 

'While we limit our contact to protect the most

vulnerable, we still need to proclaim that there's

something more infectious than coronavirus - and that's

joy and peace, faithfulness and gentleness............'

 

Let's all light a candle to that.



May congregations find new ways of living though this

time.

May we not forget our faith, but draw strength from it.

So may our worship be heartfelt,

our fellowship deepen.

and our service increase.

God of grace and God of mercy,

hear our prayers at this time.

Strengthen us, by your Spirit, so that:

we may carry on our lives as best as we are able,

looking out for others,

showing love in action,

being faithful in prayer,

and bringing encouragement, hope and peace;

always trusting in you

our Rock and our Redeemer.

These prayers we bring to you.

in Jesus’ name.

Amen.

Extract from A Prayer

as we face

Coronavirus by the

Moderator of the

Church of Scotland, 

Rt Rev Colin Sinclair

This edition of our newsletter is not exactly as

planned!  The front cover is now page 3 and

material has been held over for the next

newsletter. However, the two core themes of

Easter and a time for planting run through the

pages. 

 

The modest aim remains that anyone reading

the newsletter finds at least one piece they

enjoy reading.  If not, let me know what is

missing.

 

Meantime, it's much too early to be sure how

we'll all feel at the end of 'lockdown'. But, just

maybe, it will be shown to have been a time to

reflect and re-set.

 

Reflecting and re-setting is already well

underway within the wider Church of

Scotland  as we address our new reality of

falling membership. Both the March and April

editions of Life and Work carried  statistics

described as 'brutal'. Membership of the CoS

in 2000 was 607,000 (already less than half its

1950s peak) but the 2019 General Assembly

Blue Book has total membership at 325,695.  

 

The most obvious gap in many congregations

is the inter-generational one but there is

clearly work going on at a national level

moving away "from the fear of the decline

being the motivation, towards an awareness of

the love of God and how that impels us to

share the good news in our places and our

contexts."  Finding new ways to connect.

 

The articles remind us that when Big Ben

struck the millennium, most of us hadn't heard

of broadband. (Remember dial up?) Google

was less than two years old and Facebook,

Twitter and YouTube were still half a decade

away. We are living through a technological

revolution and in recent Sundays many of us

have just discovered its potential to create new

worshipping communities online. 

 

But re-connecting with local communities

remains a key challenge across many parts of

Scotland, including the Black Isle.  Having

planted that seed it would be good to share

what people think in future newsletters once

the current crisis is behind us.              CM                 
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PALM SUNDAY 

 

                                                          With thanks to Malcolm Hamilton for  Jerusalem photograph

. 

Imagine standing on the terrace outside St Andrew’s

Church and Guest House, Jerusalem. It’s just after 6am

on an April morning. The air is warm, calm and alive

with the scent of flowers and shrubs. Apart from the

thrum of early morning traffic, it’s quiet, peaceful,

relaxing.

 

The view you are taking in is captured in the

photograph above.  The building with the tower at the

right hand side is The Citadel, next to the Jaffa Gate,

one of the main entrances to the Old City. It was here,

on 11 December 1917 that General Allenby,

commander of the British troops, dismounted from his

horse and, with no fanfare, no flags, walked through

the Gate stating, ‘Only a Messiah should ride in to

Jerusalem.'

 

Declaring martial law and the end of Ottoman Rule,

General Allenby promised, ‘……… I make it known to

you that every sacred building, monument, holy spot,

shrine, traditional site, endowment, pious bequest or

customary place of worship, of whatever form of the

three religions, will be maintained and protected

according to existing customs and beliefs of those to

whose faith they are sacred.’ He backed his actions by

dispatching Muslim soldiers from the Punjab to guard

the al'Aqsa Mosque and Dome of the Rock and having

a proclamation  of goodwill published in seven

languages throughout the city.

 

As a military man, General Allenby would have been

aware that occupation had been a continuous reality of

life in the Holy Land right back to Roman days.   

As a father he would have been mourning the death of

his only son, Horace, killed in action at Koksijde in

Flanders five months previously. 

 

As a man of faith, he understood the significance of

Jerusalem for all three great Abrahamic faiths - hence

the sensitivity of his words and actions on entering the

Old City.  

 

It was a pivotal moment in history, still working its way

out in the present day. But, back in 1917, General

Allenby clearly recognised where his arrival stood in

relation to  the Easter scene captured below.   
                                                                                                  CM          
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Of course, the process of domestication of fowls was completed well

before New Testament times and crowing cocks would have been a

familiar sound in village life. But with Peter’s denial of Jesus, this

familiar morning reveille was turned into a chilling threefold

reminder of rejection. 
 

When you look up, the gilded cock with the flowing tail sitting on top

of the cathedral is a splendid looking bird, swinging back and fore to

indicate the direction of the wind. In days gone by, such things

weren’t purely decorative but had a practical purpose, allowing

people down below to note any changes in wind direction and make

their own prediction for weather to come. I’m sure few spend much

time looking up to the bird today to see what it’s saying about where

the wind is blowing from but the fact is that its presence actually

recalls that stark moment of denial two millennia ago. Weathercocks

were first put up on ecclesiastical buildings to remind people   of

Jesus's denial of Christ.                                 

            Nature Notes  - Douglas Willis
 I don’t know if you’ve noticed it, but weather vanes have staged a bit of a come-

back in recent times, fixed to the roofs of people’s houses or outbuildings.

Generally speaking, though, the modern ones are pretty modest affairs compared

with the grand features that were often put on church buildings in the past. Avoch

Church has its weather vane on top of the fine sandstone spire that is such a feature

of the village.  Rosemarkie Church lacks such embellishment, its builders having

decided that it should be graced by a fancy square tower instead.

 

From my window at home I can see another weather vane , this time in the shape of

the fine looking weathercock adorning the old, red sandstone tower of Fortrose

Cathedral. 

Weathercock, Fortrose Cathedaral

It’s a weather fact that wind directions are far from constant and sometimes when the cathedral cock swings back

and fore on a really blustery day I often think it looks as if he just can’t decide which way to go. Perhaps as well

as being a reminder of a key incident in the life of Jesus, the apparent fickleness of the bird is a reminder of the

fickleness of human lives generally, often lacking the decisiveness of belief that the Gospel calls for. 

 

Theodore Romboots's 17th century highly expressive painting of Peter's Denial of Christ



"All who see me mock me; they hurl insults, shaking their heads.

'He trusts in the Lord,’ they say, ‘let the Lord rescue him.

Let him deliver him, since he delights in him.’"

The psalmist realises that he needs to be rescued. Using the metaphor of threat from weapon and wild animal he

says:

'Deliver me from the sword, my precious life from the power of the dogs.

Rescue me from the mouth of the lions; save me from the horns of the wild oxen.'

 
Do we need to be rescued? ‘Rescue’ is a powerful word isn't it? It conjures up people in red or green outfits, in fire

engines or ambulances or even helicopters. Sometimes they rescue us when our life is threatened; sometimes they

rescue in more banal circumstances.  The first time I had to call the fire brigade, the fireman remarked to his mate

coming in the door, "Hmm, I smell burning, Geordie ..." On the second occasion, the fireman told my wife his

instruments couldn't find a heat source and then he promptly burnt his hand when he rested it on a door lintel ...

 

Do we need to be rescued? Whether threats are apparent or not. If so, where would we turn for rescue? "You God -

don't put off my rescue!" points us to the Psalmist's choice of help. When we need to be rescued - we need to turn to

the right place or better still, the right person.

 

The account of Jesus' crucifixion in Mark's gospel may seem a strange place to look for a story of rescue. But the

story's conclusion gives us pause for thought. When Jesus’ disciples went to find him in the tomb three days later –

there was an unexpected message: ‘You are looking for Jesus the Nazarene, who was crucified. He has risen! He is

not here." Jesus had been rescued.....

From the Minister's Study
 

At the end of his gospel when he describes the crucifixion, Mark writes:

Jesus cried out in a loud voice, 

‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’

These words come from Psalm 22. Jesus takes to himself words which

seem to speak from the extremity of human circumstances. 

"Why are you so far from saving me, so far from my cries of anguish?" 

They represent human life at a moment of hopelessness; a moment from

which it seems there can be no recovery, no hope of being saved.

 

Yet it is in the very hopelessness, as expressed in the reaction of others,

that hope is found. The very insults of the passers-by lead to a solution ... 

Music for Good Friday
On Good Friday we can sing a range of music including some meditative songs as well as traditional and modern

hymns and songs.

 

Here are links to those meditative songs in a variety of musical settings.  

La ténèbre (Our Darkness is never darkness in your sight)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRldn8r1w9c

 

Kyrie 1 (Lord Have Mercy)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cm4AiBjlu9c

 

Jesus Remember Me   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g6Q-uSV714

Alternatively, go to the Taize' web-site - "Learning the songs" http://www.taize.fr/en_article10308.html click on the

name of the song; open the music file for "together" or "parts" as desired.

 

These three songs were all written by the composer Jacques Berthier  - some of whose songs are also found in  CH

4. The songs are written to be repeated several times and some can be accompanied by instruments and a designated

voice which sings related texts interspersed with the main music.   
 



Readings for Holy Week 2020 (from the “Common Lectionary” used by the Church of Scotland)

 

Monday of Holy Week

Isaiah 42:1-9 Psalm 36:5-11 Hebrews 9:11-15 John 12:1-11

 

Tuesday of Holy Week

Isaiah 49:1-7 Psalm 71:1-14 1 Corinthians 1:18-31 John 12:20-36

 

Wednesday of Holy Week

Isaiah 50:4-9a   Psalm 70 Hebrews 12:1-3 John 13:21-32

 

Maundy Thursday

Exodus 12:1-4 [5-10] 11-14 Psalm 116:1-2, 12-19 1 Corinthians 11:23-26 John 13:1-17, 31b-35

 

Good Friday

Isaiah 52:13—53:12  Psalm 22  Hebrews 10:16-25 or Hebrews 4:14-16; 5:7-9  John 18:1—19:42

 

Holy Saturday (other than Easter Vigil)

Job 14:1-14 or Lamentations 3:1-9  19-24  Psalm 31:1-4, 15-16   1 Peter 4:1-8  Matthew 27:57-66

or John 19:38-42

 

Easter Sunday

Acts 10:34-43 or Jeremiah 31:1-6  Psalm 118:1-2  14-24 Colossians 3:1-4 or Acts 10:34-43  John

20:1-18 or Matthew 28:1-10



From heaven you came, helpless babe,

Entered our world, your glory veiled; 

Not to be served but to serve,

And give your life that we might live.

 

This is our God, the Servant King,

He calls us now to follow him,

To bring our lives as a daily offering

Of worship to the Servant King.

 

There in the garden of tears,

My heavy load he chose to bear;

His heart with sorrow was torn,

'Yet not my will but yours,' he said.

 

This is our God….. 

 

Come, see his hands and his feet,

The scars that speak of sacrifice,

Hands that flung stars into space

To cruel nails surrendered.

 

This is our God…

 

So let us learn how to serve,

And in our lives enthrone him;

Each other's needs to prefer,

For it is Christ we're serving.

 

This is our God…..

 

Graham Kendrick       Mission Praise 162

 
The words in this hymn always hit me hard,
right in the heart, reminding me what Jesus
has done for us, for me.  And the last verse is
particularly relevant to the world's situation
right now and how we Christians should be
acting. I also love the tune!   Linda Simpson

Loving Father we thank You for the Good News of Easter

when we can lift our hearts to You in praise and

celebration. 

 

The long wilderness walk of Lent behind us, the darkness

of Calvary’s cross ended, the stone rolled away, the empty

tomb. 

 

Through Christ, Your Son, death and darkness have been

defeated. Now there is hope after despair, joy after sorrow,

glorious life after death.  

     

Today risen Lord come and meet with us in the garden of

our lives. Perhaps, though, we find it hard to celebrate

because we find ourselves in the tomb of uncertainty or

worry. 

 

We feel overwhelmed with the darkness of responsibilities.

We are bound by fear of the future, loss and sadness cling

to us. 

 

However we feel, may we hear Your resurrection voice of

hope and promise reassuring us that joy and new life will

come even though we may not feel it just now. 

 

You are the God of transformation, of the unexpected. You

are the God who makes all things new. You are the God of

life and victory! 

 

Help us to live with that assurance with greater trust and

deeper faith knowing that nothing can ever separate us

from the love You have for us and that Your living

presence is with us now and always. 

                                                                                                           

In the Name of Jesus our Lord and living Saviour we pray.

Amen.  

                                                                       Sandra Bell

     An Easter  Hymn and Prayer from the Pews



Angela Godfrey Goldstein, an Israeli, but resolute and uncompromising in her support of a

Bedouin community to the east of Jerusalem. What an ally she is for a semi nomadic group

under the imminent threat of a demolition order and displacement from the rolling hills where

their only requirements are water, grass and a place to sell their produce - much as it was 2000

years ago.

 

Audah, a dynamic and insightful young Bedouin peace activist whose understanding of world

politics was impressive and who wanted nothing more than for everyone to get the chance 'to

visit the beach'. He mentioned that they had introduced bee keeping as a source of food but that

the nearby illegal Israeli settlers had complained that their ‘bees were disturbing the peace’.

 

Ilan Baruch, courageous and humble, the former Israeli Ambassador to South Africa who was

uncompromising in his campaign for justice for the Palestinians and while noting the lack of ‘a

Mandela' in the Palestinian community.

It is just over a year since returning from a third visit to the Holy Land

on a Church of Scotland World Mission Trip that focused   on people

rather than places. People campaigning for justice where two nations

find themselves unable to resolve shared ownership of a small piece of

land. Ordinary people like you and me but extraordinary in their

courage and integrity.

 

We were greatly privileged to visit many of the key flash points in this

ongoing conflict, from a rather tense walk through Hebron streets to a

pre-dawn trip through Checkpoint 300 in Bethlehem, where thousands

of Palestinians are herded through security gates as they seek work on

the other side of the Separation Wall.

We were warmly welcomed into many homes, from the tent of a Bedouin shepherd and into the family home of

the British Consul General, and we met some of the most inspirational people we'll ever encounter. A few

spring to mind although there were many more.

Behind the Wall 
Remembered

Rami and Bassam, (right) two former combatants, one

Israeli, the other Palestinian, now ‘brothers’ united in grief

and a determination to find a peaceful solution via The

Parents’ Circle following the greatest of personal tragedies,

the deaths of their young daughters 10 years apart, Abir killed

by an Israeli soldier, Smadar by Palestinian suicide bombers.

 

at the time of the crime! He mentioned another trial in which

the court translator who had been in post for two years was

unable to translate into Arabic the word 'acquitted'!

Gerard Horton (left)  This eloquent

lawyer, battling to counter the

incarceration of children, summed up

the current injustices by noting that one

very rare 'not guilty' verdict was only

achieved because the suspect

Palestinian youth was already in prison



Daoud Nassar. The faith and indomitable spirit of this Palestinian farmer and his

extended family have empowered them to withstand unrelenting persecution and bribery

to displace them illegally from their land. Their mantra, We refuse to be enemies, and

their ability to turn every negative into a positive without a shred of hatred was utterly

inspiring. What a leader Daoud would make if he could be persuaded to enter the

political arena!

And finally, the little Israeli Woman in Black who laughed when I naively asked her if she'd ever been assaulted!

She was also unable to shake my hand because of damage caused by an attack by an Israeli policewoman......but

no amount of abuse had prevented her taking her faithful place of protest on Paris Square in Jerusalem every

Friday lunchtime for the past 30 years. It was a privilege to stand in solidarity with her and her fellow protestors

quietly accept the passing insults.

 

All of these - and many more - are the very people making what Bassam described as 'the cracks in the wall

where the light will eventually come through' - and into which each of who took part in this trip has attempted to

prise our little fingers in one way or another since our return home.

 

The last word for the moment, a prayer from St Andrew's Church of Scotland, Jerusalem: Pray not for Jew or

Muslim or Christian or Israeli or Palestinian or Arab.  Pray rather for ourselves that we might not separate

them in our minds.  But instead include them all in our prayers.                                          Douglas Simpson

 

News from the Pews
The Minnie Haskins prayer poem on the front

page of the last newsletter prompted an Avoch

memory of the Gospel Ship print that was

commonly found in fisher houses across the

country. 

 

The clipper, sails billowing with biblical texts, 

is 'guided by the morning star',  steered by 'the

spirit of truth' and kept steady by a ballast of

'grace and truth'  as it sails on 'the sea of time'.

The first prints are attributed to M'Lay and Co

in Cardiff and are thought to date from the early

1900s when they retailed for one shilling (5p).

In addition to learning biblical phrases and verses of nautical imagery, the print provided a chance to learn all you'd

ever need to know about foremasts, mainmasts, mizzenmasts to say nothing of  inner jibs, lower fore topsails,

upper mizzen topsails and a host of other clipper - related nautical terms. 

Avoch Parish Church Outreach Drop-In
The Drop-In in Avoch is 'paused' at the moment but has been ongoing every Tuesday since May 2019.  It is

organised by Peter and Isobel and is open every Tuesday from 2 until 3.30pm.  The Drop-in is for everyone to

come along for a cup of tea and a good blether.   It is hoped that anyone who is alone and would like a bit of

company for a short time is more than welcome, wherever you live – please do not feel that it is only for Avoch.

Isobel each week bakes and provides some cakes and biscuits -  there is no charge, so just come along and enjoy.

Peter provides photos and books of interest. He has given talks in the past year about Torin in Poland, Saudia

Arabia, William Blydon and other famous people, such as Roddy Cade and James Jack the son of William Jack -

James changed his name to Fletcher in 1855.  If you have any good stories about people or places do come and

share them with us once we return to normal living.                                                     Peter McLoughlin

 



World Day of Prayer
 

This year's World Day of Prayer saw members of local

denominations gather at the Church of Scotland in Avoch

and Rosemarkie. 

 

The theme was 'Rise, take your mat and walk' (John 5 :2

- 9a and was developed by women in Zimbabwe.  Artist

Nonhlanhla Mathe explained that the cover art work.

portrays people's lives in Zimbabwe as they transition

from a dark difficult past to a more promising future. She

continues, 'The main part of the composition is a display

of love, healing and reconciliation as inspired by John

5:2-9a........ Empowerment is also displayed in the work.'

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Towards the end of the accompanying booklet we find

this: How do we view the story through Jesus' eyes? The

miracle and transformation in the Bible story are

symbolised by the mat.  The mat was the place the man

laid down with his excuses, even though he was

searching for healing.  After the encounter with Jesus,

the mat became a reminder of this healing.

 

Jesus empowers us to be made well by doing something

for the transformation that God is offering - to rise and

take up our mat, whatever that may be for us, and walk..

Jesus empowers us to choose to be healed, to be made

whole, perhaps physically, mentally, spiritually and

socially. When we are made whole we are reconciled to

God, to ourselves, to our community. When we are

reconciled, we can truly love and when we truly love, we

are able to walk towards peace. So, "Rise! Take your mat

and walk."

 

Avoch Parish Church Bell
Our antique church bell was rung every Sunday morning to call the congregation to the service. Nowadays the bell is

only rung on special occasions, the last being to mark the Armistice Centenary on 11 November 2018.

 

The bell is known as ‘Annabel’ as it is said the words ‘I am Anna’ are inscribed on the bell. We are told that when

Cromwell’s army desecrated Fortrose Cathedral in the 1650’s, the cathedral bells were transported away on the deck

of a ship which ran in to a storm on route to Inverness. The bells were lost overboard.  Many, many years later, one

of the bells was caught up in an Avoch fisherman’s net. When the Parish Church was rebuilt in 1870-72 it was

decided to install ‘Annabel’ in the belfry and she is still there with us today.    Jane Patience

Mini-mats created by Sylvia  Brooks

Rev Beattie's first wedding at
Rosemarkie

Congratulations, Kevin and Phoebe!

And remember, for the

moment ............



From the Bookshelves.......
Dominion by Tom Holland is 'a big book'  - 500+ pages and 2000 years of

Christian history in one volume. It's an absorbing read.
 

With a cast  that ranges from Moses to Angela Merkel, Aristotle to  Tolkien,

a key character is the author's Aunt Deb, his godmother, whose Christian

example positively influenced Tom Holland as a young boy.

 
While the author grew away from faith in adulthood, by the end of his research

for this book he concludes:  'To live in a Western country is to live in a society

still utterly saturated by Christian concepts and assumptions......It is - to coin a

phrase - the greatest story ever told.'

 

One of the strengths of the book is that many chapters eg Jerusalem, Mission

(Paul's life), Enlightenment, Reformation etc can be read as standalone

chapters. But strong threads run through the narrative eg A quest for purity, for

reformation, as an integral part of the Christian way of life from the outset is

convincingly demonstrated by  many examples.

 

Towards the end, appropriately and not surprisingly, he finds himself at the

Cross.  'It is the audacity of it - the audacity of finding in a twisted and defeated

corpse the glory of the creator of the universe - that serves to explain Christianity  

and the civilisation to which it gave birth.'     A stimulating read.

Together We Pray is the latest volume in the Pray Now series from St Andrews

Press.  It has a simple, user-friendly structure of scripture quote, morning

prayer, evening prayer, brief meditation and a blessing. A second section

comprises 12 reflections on how prayer is expressed in different ways such as

Call and Response, Harmony,  Silence,  Echo,  Cry and so on.

 

Who's it for?  Anyone and everyone. There are prayers for private and personal

use, prayers for people who prefer a structure to their prayers, prayers for

groups, prayers for more formal occasions - a flexible, supportive resource.

 

Sample Evening Prayer: Forgive us, Lord Jesus  when our eyes become heavy

and focus blurred. Forgive us for the moments when we said 'No' to you today.

Forgive us for falling asleep in our faith.   As we close this day, in forgiveness,

may we begin again tomorrow, wide awake in You.  Amen.

Waterstones Book of the Year 2019 and deservedly so. Any book that appeals

to readers from 8 - 80+, speaks to children and reaches deep into the minds of

people in therapy for PTSD, has to be worth noting.

 

Warren's comment in a recent sermon that a parable is a story that sticks in the

head but makes its way to our heart applies equally to this fable  of an

inquisitive  little boy, a slightly over-enthusiastic mole (especially when cake

is around!), a fox wary because of past hurt and a wise horse, embark on a

journey where they ponder life.

 

The author, Charles Mackesy, made a journey from atheism to Christian faith

25 years ago and this book of simple but profound messages about love,

kindness, friendship, of not giving up when the going gets hard, is suffused

with that faith.  The Boy, the mole, the fox and the Horse is a truly lovely

book.



 
Reawakening
Now is the time of reawakening

as flower buds peel back their petals

and uncurl to smile up at the sun

butterflies emerge in glory out of darkness;

hungry nestlings chip their way out to the light;

hedgehog uncurls from the long winter sleep.

Snowdrop and crocus spear through the cold ground,

jasmine and hellebore, iris and aconite

a splendour of purple and gold.

and, as hearts lift in joy of recognition,

daffodils trumpet a resurrection fanfare.

 

And we -

we who are cosseted in unearned luxury

now at last open reluctant eyes to gaze

on the prospect of glorious hope that surrounds and inspires us;

to acknowledge with growing awareness the gifts

of caring, appreciation, responsibility;

we who have received the unsolicited gift of love:

time for us now to stretch out grateful hands

to give in our turn.

As we prepare to celebrate the great reawakening of Easter, our eyes and hearts are opened

once more to the beauty of springtime, a beauty that makes us aware of how blessed we are.

With gratitude for this gift comes appreciation of our responsibilities to the planet on which we

live. Let’s give thanks and praise; let’s promise to dedicate all we do and say to making it a

better place for everyone with whom we share it.                                                       SG Munro



 
Back in the 1990s our linked congregations of Avoch with

Fortrose and Rosemarkie had a Mission Partner of the

Church of Scotland.  Carol Finlay was at the time nurse

tutor in the Nursing School of Ekwendeni Mission

Hospital in the north of Malawi and kept the Presbytery of

Ross congregations informed of life at the mission hospital

in conditions that were a world apart from anything at

Raigmore! 

 

When we were made aware of the needs at the time,  both

congregations rallied round and contributed to the

containers being shipped out to the hospital from Scotland.

Afternoons were spent packing boxes in the Avoch church

hall, amid great good humour. Sadly, many of the willing

and cheerful participants of the time are no longer with us

but I recall all those ladies with affection and appreciate

the support my wife and I received from them.

 

A key contact at Ekwendeni since the beginning was

Esther Lupafya, then a community nurse, who went out in

a battered old white Land Rover along bumpy, dusty

tracks to isolated villages in the bush to conduct baby

clinics and nutrition clinics. It was out in those remote

places quarter of a century ago that Kathleen and I first

saw the real challenge of life for so many people, not least

through the scourge of HIV/AIDS. 

 

In time, Esther went on to head the Ekwendeni Hospital

HIV Programme, a key position. I thought you might now

be interested in hearing that, latterly, Esther has been

working on a wonderful project that puts resilience and

sustainability at the centre of community living out in that

challenged part of the world. 

 

On my latest trip to Ekwendeni, with Calum and Margaret

MacSween, we were able to see this permaculture project

in operation a few miles out of Ekwendeni. Esther, as

usual, was in at the very heart of things, wielding a

mattock as the dusty red clay was dug away to form a

reservoir to catch water in the wet season to irrigate

demonstration plots for food crops. After retiring from the

hospital, Esther continued to play a major part in this

really worthwhile initiative.

 
Catching up with 

         Esther  Lupafya                                             

Please pray for Esther and her family and thank

God for what she has achieved over so many

years and for the Christian compassion she has

shown to so many in need. Please pray also for

the ongoing work at Ekwendeni Hospital.   DW          

Esther leading by example



Seedtime and Harvest
                     
                         "As long as  the earth endures,  seedtime and harvest, cold and heat,  summer and winter,  day and 
                                  night will never cease."  Genesis 8:22

On 9th February when Rev Beattie referred to the Parable of the Weeds (Matt 13) in Rosemarkie Church, he added that Bertie

Williamson, after the earlier Avoch  service, had commented that nowadays they’d just spray the weeds instead of pulling them

up and burning them.  

 

A few nights later Douglas Willis headed up to Pookandraw Farm and, in front of a roaring fire, caught up with Bertie. This is a

flavour of a conversation that flowed easily, punctuated by regular bursts of laughter as Bertie recalled characters and incidents

from the past.  But most of all, he relived  more of the agricultural changes he has lived through.

Back in the first century, the agricultural world would hardly change over hundreds of years. That’s not true these

days, is it?

No indeed.  I’ve been at the farming since I was 15 and took over this place in 1977 from my Uncle Jimmy.   Big changes

over the years.  Back then it was a real mix of farming – cattle, sheep, neeps and a bit of oats, barley, wheat.  A three year

shift  - more organic.  A lot of labour too.  Bags of oats, barley, wheat could be 75 – 100 – 150 kilos.  Howin’ the neeps

was a hard shift if the runs weren’t clear.  Haymaking took a lot of time and work, drying, turning, stacking, getting the

ricks just right to catch the sun and wind.  The slag from the steelworks that we’d spread on the field along with lime was

heavy work. But getting dung out in even heaps across a field was hardest of all.  

 

Many more people on the land?

Oh, aye, definitely. There’d be two men on a farm this size and maybe up to 10 – 12 on the bigger farms.  And the

forestry – up to 50 up there at Blackstand.  More neighbourly too. At the threshing time all six farms along here worked

together – the more of yis that were at the work, the more yarns, the better the craic. You’d see a lot of people – children

too - out in the fields at the tattie picking.  Hardly anyone worked on a Sunday – a day off.   On a Sunday evening there’d

be 30 – 40 young ones playin’ pitch ‘n’ toss in the sawdust over at Killen.

There was a school at Killen then.

Aye, two rooms, the big room and the wee room. I mind that you started the day with War News and Local News and

everyone had to share their news.    Every morning you were given 10 marks but if you hadnae any news you lost 2

marks!  At the end of the day if you hadnae still got your 10 marks or more, you got two of the strap.  I mind one boy

ended a day with  -22.   Still only got two of the strap, though.

Bertie with son Michael and Fordson Dexta

tractor circa 1962

Did you enjoy school?

Not a bit! I couldn’t wait to leave. At the end of Primary 7, five of us went to Fortrose Academy.  For one day!  Then

we were shifted to Avoch Junior Secondary. I’ve no idea why but it worked out fine because we had to cycle to 

Fortrose but got a taxi to Avoch and we could leave at 15.  First job at

Burnside Farm and never looked back.

 

Would you say farming has gone from a manual art to a mechanised

process?

I would.  I remember the first Fordson tractor – iron wheels. Cost

£280.  These big Fendt tractors you see nowadays are packed with

electronics and cost a fortune. I mind the first binder too.  You still had

to scythe round the edges of the field but then the binder got through

the work. Now we've got 7 day farming, sowing all year, big fields of

seed tatties, tagging cattle, loads of paperwork. More isolated too. A

long way from the horses. Did you ever work a horse?
 



The best way to see the flamingos in the Camargue is on

horseback so I took some lessons up at Broomhill before

I went out there.  And I was on a horse in Malawi but,

no, I never worked one…….

They say you’re no a horseman until you’ve had two run

offs and a cowp.  I never had a cowp but I remember one

day I was behind a big horse with a roller and a car went

by going toot, toot. Well, the horse took off…….. Another

time a harrow touched a fence, the horse got such a fright

it galloped.  It’s a frightening thing to see a horse taking

off with machinery clattering after it…….

 
What’s going to be the next big change do you think?

Trees.  I think we're going to see more trees planted on

farmland as part of fighting climate change.

 

They’d create a wildlife habitat and help with soil

erosion too.

Oh, yes.  And shelter   And maybe an income too.    But

that’s a long way off.  I’m more than happy as I am just

now.

 
Thank you, Bertie, it’s been an education!

  
"Despite all our human sophistication and accomplishments, the fact is that we depend
for our existence on a layer of top soil, the hard work of farmers and the fact that it
rains." Anon

 

Bertie setting off to plough March 2020



Many of us will of us will have  been

following  Faith Muvili, her husband

Stephen and their five children through Lent

via Christian Aid as they work to create a

green future at their Kenyan home. The

climate crisis means that droughts are more

frequent and more intense, turning fields to

dirt and dust. 

 

Three years ago Faith's family were part of

2.7 million Kenyans facing what is

euphemistically called 'food insecurity'. 

Without water they could not farm the land.

Without farming they didn't have enough to

eat or sell. Sending their children  to school

was an impossibility.

 

However, thanks to Christian Aid and a

partner  organisation,  a sand dam not only

allowed  Faith to grow lush, green crops, a

bountiful tomato crop paid the children's

school fees and paid for two cows, one for

milking, one for ploughing.  The secure

water supply allowed Faith to make bricks

to build a toilet and a separate room for  the

children to sleep in. The future is looking

greener and brighter.
 

At Easter we celebrate

Hope. During Christian Aid

Week 10 - 16 May we have

an opportunity to provide

hope for may others like

Faith.

Finally, a heart-warming story from Anne Fiddes about a recent encounter with a stranger.

 

I had been down seeing my sister in the Hospice and had missed two buses north.  While waiting for the next bus and

preoccupied, a stranger approached me and said, 'Have you had a good day?' I explained the situation and he put his

hand in his pocket and handed me £50 saying, " You buy something for yourself."

 

I refused but he was insistent and we ended up compromising by agreeing the money could go to the Hospice. He was

travelling on the same bus and we chatted back and fore. He asked about our church and whether we did any

fundraising. I told him about how we made a modest contribution to what  turned out to be a splendid £60,000

fundraising  to provide a pod and equipment for young Reece Mitchell from North Kessock who is living with Batten

Disease. The stranger was clearly moved and pressed a significant amount of money in to my hand saying, 'Please

give this to Reece's mum to buy something for herself.  She deserves it.'   At Perth he left the bus and disappeared.

 

I was left marvelling at the kindness of a stranger and recalled  the words in James, '…..'a person is justified by what

he does and not by faith alone.'

 
Deadline for next newsletter contributions or ideas  Friday 12 June.  Thank you!

calum.macsween@btinternet.com


